
Roni� Japanes� Men�
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+61297156001 - http://roninjapanese.com.au/

A comprehensive menu of Ronin Japanese from Croydon covering all 14 meals and drinks can be found here
on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Ronin Japanese:
it is a jewel in the quiet neighbourhood. that was great. we had cleaned tempura, chicken catsu teishoku, sushi

rolls and boiled spinach and tofu with sesame sauce. all dishes were delicious and affordable. not many
restaurants in the neighbourhood allow dogs. we had a table al fresco and we were allowed to bring our dog.

that's a big plus and we'll be back soon. read more. What User doesn't like about Ronin Japanese:
Don't eat here if you expect value for money. The food tastes nice enough, very standard, but the portion sizes

are about 60-80% of a normal Japanese restaurant, and they left out one of the sides. When we asked the
manager about the portion size, he very patronisingly said that the serves had always been like that and pointed

out the prices of the raw ingredients as an explanation. Ok, I can understand that the raw... read more. Ronin
Japanese from Croydon prepares for you fine sushi (e.g., Maki and Sashimi), as well as in numerous other

variations, with fresh ingredients like fish, vegetables and meat, and a lot of fresh vegetables, fish and meat are
used to prepare healthy Japanese meals.
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Appet�er�
AGEDASHI TOFU

Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Sush�
SASHIMI

Chicke�
CHICKEN KATSU

Appet�er
TEMPURA

Specialtie�
TERIYAKI CHICKEN

Desser�
PANCAKE

Mai� Cours�
GYOZA

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP

Sp�ia�-Nudel�
UDON

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

SPINAT

TERIYAKI

TOFU

SALMON

TUNA
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